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Materials processing using high power pulsed lasers involves complex phenomena i
ing rapid heating, superheating of the laser-melted material, rapid nucleation, and p
explosion. With a heating rate on the order of 109 K/s or higher, the surface layer melte
by laser irradiation can reach a temperature higher than the normal boiling point. On
other hand, the vapor pressure does not build up as fast and thus falls below the sa
tion pressure at the surface temperature, resulting in a superheated, metastable sta
the temperature of the melt approaches the thermodynamic critical point, the liquid
dergoes a phase explosion that turns the melt into a mixture of liquid and vapor.
article describes heat transfer and phase change phenomena during nanosecond
laser ablation of a metal, with an emphasis on phase explosion and non-equilib
phase change. The time required for nucleation in a superheated liquid, which determ
the time needed for phase explosion to occur, is also investigated from both theor
and experimental viewpoints.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1445792#
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1 Introduction
High power lasers are being used in a variety of advanced

gineering applications, including micromachining, pulsed la
deposition~PLD! of thin films, and fabrication of nanometer siz
particles and carbon nanotubes@1–4#. Most of these processe
involve complex thermal phenomena, including rapid heati
non-equilibrium phase change, superheating, and rapid nucle
in a superheated liquid. Under intense radiation of a laser pu
the surface of a target is heated with a heating rate of 109 K/s or
higher. At laser fluences~energy per unit area! of about 1 J/cm2 or
higher, melting and ablation~rapid removal of material! will oc-
cur.

There are several mechanisms of laser thermal ablation, na
normal evaporation at the surface, heterogeneous boiling, and
mogeneous boiling. During high power pulsed laser ablation,
mogeneous boiling, or phase explosion could be an important
lation mechanism@5–8#. The phase explosion phenomenon w
first investigated in the earlier work of rapid heating of me
wires using a high current electric pulse@9,10#. It occurs when a
liquid is rapidly heated and approaches the thermal dynamic c
cal temperature, and the instability in the liquid causes an ex
sive type of liquid-vapor phase change. Miotello and Kelly@5#
pointed out that phase explosion was a likely mechanism in na
second pulsed laser ablation. Song and Xu@6# were the first to
provide experimental evidence of phase explosion induced b
nanosecond pulsed laser. They also showed that sur
temperature-pressure relation could depart from the equilibr
Clausius-Clapeyron relation@11,12#. It has also been suggeste
that phase explosion occurred during sub-picosecond laser
tion @13#. Using molecular dynamics simulations, Zhigelei et
showed phase explosion occurred when the laser fluence
above a threshold value, while surface desorption occurre
lower laser fluences@14#.

This paper is concerned with energy transport and phase ch
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in metal induced by a high power nanosecond pulsed laser,
an emphasis on phase change mechanisms and nonequilib
phase change kinetics at the evaporating surface. Phase expl
induced by rapid heating will be described first. A brief review
the experimental evidence of phase explosion will then be giv
The experiments were performed in the laser fluence range f
2.5 J/cm2 to 9 J/cm2, which is commonly used for many applica
tions including PLD and micromachining. The nucleation proce
in liquid leading to phase explosion is discussed in detail.

2 Thermal Mechanisms of Laser Ablation and Phase
Explosion

The phase change process induced by pulsed laser heatin
be best illustrated using the pressure-temperature diagram
shown in Fig. 1@7#. The ‘‘normal heating’’ line indicates heating
of a liquid metal when the temperature is below the boiling te
perature. At the boiling temperature, the liquid and vapor pha
are in equilibrium, which is shown in Fig. 1 as the intersecti
between the normal heating line and the binode line. The bin
line represents the equilibrium relation between the surface t
perature and the vapor saturation pressure, which is calcul
from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Evaporation occurs at
liquid surface, which is a type of heterogeneous evaporation
normal surface evaporation.

The surface evaporation process can be computed. The ra
atomic flux~atoms/m2s! leaving the surface during normal evap
ration is given as@15#:

ṁ5
ps

~2pmkBT!1/2, (1)

whereṁ is the mass of the evaporating molecule or atom,kB is
the Boltzmann constant, andps is the saturation pressure at th
liquid surface temperatureT, which are related by the Clausius
Clapeyron equation:

ps5po expH Hlv~T2Tb!

RTTb
J . (2)

In Eq. ~2!, po is the ambient pressure,Hlv is the enthalpy of
vaporization, andTb is the equilibrium boiling temperature at th
ambient pressure~the normal boiling temperature!.
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In a slow heating process, the surface temperature-pressur
lation follows Eq.~2!. On the other hand, when the heating rate
high enough such as what occurs during high power pulsed l
heating, it is possible to superheat a liquid metal to temperat
above the boiling point while the surface vapor pressure is
built up as rapidly. The liquid is then superheated, i.e., its te
perature is higher than the vaporization temperature corresp
ing to its surface pressure. In this case, the heating process
ates from the binode, but follows a superheating line shown
Fig. 1, and the liquid is in ametastablestate. The exact details o
the superheating are not known, but should depend upon the
ing rate. There is an upper limit for superheating of a liquid,
spinode@16–18#, which is the boundary of thermodynamic pha
stability and is determined by the second derivatives of the Gib
thermodynamic potential@19#:

S ]p

]v D
T

50, (3)

wherev is the specific volume. Using Eq.~3!, the spinode equa
tion can be derived from empirical equations of state such as
van der Waals equation or the Berthelot Eq.@20#. As the tempera-
ture approaches the spinode, fluctuations of local density o
liquid metal increase rapidly, and (]p/]v)T→0, resulting in a loss
of thermodynamic stability. These fluctuations begin when
temperature approaches 0.8Tc , which drastically affect other
physical properties. Figure 1~b! shows properties of a liquid meta
near the critical point. Rapid changes of properties can been
when the liquid temperature is above 0.8Tc . These drastic prop-
erty changes are called anomalies, which are also indicated in
1~a!. Usually, the onset of anomalies concurrently marks the on
of significant reduction or even disappearance of electrical c
ductivity of a liquid metal due to many isolated regions with fe
free electrons@21,22#. Thus, at the onset of anomalies, a liqu

Fig. 1 „a… p-T Diagram and „b… typical variations of physical
properties of liquid metal near the critical point. The substrate
‘‘o’’ denotes properties at the normal boiling temperature.
294 Õ Vol. 124, APRIL 2002
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metal is transferred from a conductor to a dielectric. Its transm
sion to optical radiation increases and surface reflectivity
creases.

A competing process that prevents superheating of a liqui
spontaneous nucleation. If the rate of spontaneous nucleatio
high enough, homogeneous liquid-vapor phase change would
cur. Therefore, the existence of the superheated state requi
low rate of spontaneous nucleation. The rate of spontane
nucleation can be determined from the Do¨ring and Volmer’s
theory@23,24#. According to this theory, the frequency of spont
neous nucleation is calculated as

J5h expS 2Wcr

kBT D , (4)

where Wcr is the energy needed for vapor embryos to grow
nuclei at temperatureT, or the work of formation of nuclei.~Em-
bryos smaller than a critical size will collapse, while those larg
than the critical radius, called nuclei, will favor growing in ord
to reduce free energy.! h is on the order of magnitude of th
number of liquid molecules per unit volume, calculated as@23#:

h5NS 3s

pmD 1/2

, (5)

whereN is the number of liquid molecules per unit volume, ands
is the surface tension. Note that the above results are der
based on the assumption that the heating rate is slow enough
an equilibrium distribution of embryos exists in the liquid.

According to Eqs.~4! and ~5!, the spontaneous nucleation ra
increases exponentially with temperature. It has been calcul
that the frequency of spontaneous nucleation is only about
s21 cm23 at the temperature near 0.89Tc , but increases to
1021 s21 cm23 at 0.91 Tc @5#. For a slowly heated liquid, the
number of nuclei generated by spontaneous nucleation will
high enough to cause homogeneous phase change at the n
boiling temperature. Therefore, a superheated state cannot be
tained. On the other hand, during high power pulsed laser hea
considered in this work for which the time duration is on the ord
of tens of nanoseconds, the amount of nuclei generated by s
taneous nucleation is negligible at temperatures lower than
Tc . Therefore, the liquid could possess considerable stability w
respect to spontaneous nucleation. At a temperature of abou
Tc , a significant number of nuclei can be formed within a sh
period of time. Hence, homogeneous nucleation, or explos
phase change occurs, which turns the liquid into a mixture
liquid and vapor, leaving the surface like an explosion.

To analyze phase change induced by pulsed laser heating,
also necessary to consider the time required for a vapor embry
grow to a critical nucleus, which is called the time lag for nuc
ation. For most engineering applications, the time to form criti
nuclei is too short to be considered. However, during pulsed la
heating when the heating time is on the order of nanosecond
shorter, this time lag could be on the same order of the time pe
under consideration. Equation~4! can be modified to account fo
this time lag,t, which can be expressed as@24#:

J5h expS 2Wcr

kBT DexpS 2t

t D , (6)

where t is the time duration for which the liquid is superheate
The time lagt has been estimated to be@24#:

t5S 2pM

RT D 1/2 4psps

~ps2pt!
2 , (7)

whereM is the molar weight of the substance. Skripov perform
calculations based on Eq.~7! for metals and found the time lag t
be approximately 1–10 ns@24#.
Transactions of the ASME
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3 Experimental Investigation of Phase Explosion and
Its Time Lag

This section describes studies on phase change mechan
during laser ablation through a number of experimental invest
tions on laser-induced vapor. Although it is more desirable to m
sure the surface temperature and pressure for the study of p
change kinetics, direct measurement of the surface temperatu
hampered by the strong radiation from the laser-induced va
On the other hand, properties of the vapor are strongly linked
the surface thermodynamic parameters. Therefore, knowing
properties of the laser-induced vapor could help to understand
phase change phenomenon occurring at the surface.

3.1 Summary of Experimental Study on Phase Explosion.
The laser used for the experimental study is a KrF excimer la
with a wavelength of 248 nm and a pulse width of 25
~FWHM!. The center, uniform portion of the excimer laser bea
is passed through a rectangular aperture~10 mm by 5 mm! to
produce a laser beam with a uniform intensity profile. A sing
150 mm focal length CaF2 lens is used to focus the laser beam
the target. Polished nickel~50 nm RMS roughness! is used as the
target.

The following parameters are measured: transient transmis
ity of laser beam through the laser-induced vapor plume, sca
ing of laser beam from the laser-induced vapor plume, trans
location and velocity of the laser-induced vapor front, and ab
tion depth per laser pulse. Details of the experiments have b
given elsewhere@7#. The experimental results are provided he
for further discussions.

Figure 2~a! shows the transient location of the vapor front as
function of laser fluence. The measurement is based on an op
deflection technique, which is highly accurate~better than63
percent! and repeatable. Figure 2~b! shows the averaged velocit
of the laser-evaporated vapor. These are time-averaged vapo
locities from the vapor onset to 50 ns calculated from Fig. 2~a!. It
is seen that the vapor velocity increases with the laser flue
increase from about 2,000 m/s at the lowest fluence to about 7
m/s at the highest fluence. However, the increase of velocity is

Fig. 2 „a… Transient locations of the vapor front as a function
of laser fluence; and „b… vapor velocity as a function of laser
fluence.
Journal of Heat Transfer
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monotonous. A sudden jump of the velocity is seen at the la
fluence of 4.2 J/cm2. In the laser fluence range between 5.2 and
J/cm2, the velocity is almost a constant.

The different relations between the vapor velocity and the la
fluence indicate different laser ablation mechanisms. The velo
of the vapor plume is determined by the pressure and the temp
ture at the target surface. The constant velocity at high laser
ences indicates that the surface temperature is not affected b
increase of the laser fluence. Such a constant surface temper
can be explained as a result of phase explosion. As discu
earlier, the surface temperature during phase explosion is a
0.9 Tc , the spinodal temperature. Once the laser fluence is h
enough to raise the surface temperature to the spinode, increa
the laser fluence would not raise the surface temperature fur
On the other hand, when the laser fluence is below 4.2 J/cm2, the
velocity increases over 50 percent. Therefore, the surface t
perature increases with the laser fluence increase; normal va
ization occurs at the surface.

Figure 3 shows the transient transmissivity of the vapor at
ferent laser fluences. The uncertainty of the measurement is
than a few percent in the time duration from a few nanosecond
about 45 ns. Near the end of the laser pulse, the uncertainty o
measurement is larger~;10 percent!, since the pulse intensity is
weak. The data show that the transient transmissivity is alm
identical for laser fluences higher than 5.2 J/cm2, which is exactly
the same fluence region in which the velocity of the vap
changes little. This is also explained as a result of explosive ph
change occurring at laser fluences above 5.2 J/cm2. Extinction of
the laser beam is determined by the cross section of the energ
atoms, which in turn is determined by the temperature of
vapor plume. The temperatures of vapor are about the same w
the laser fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2, since the temperatures a
the surface are all about 0.9Tc . Thus, transmission through vapo
stays at a constant value.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of laser energy scattered
the vapor plume as a function of laser fluence. Scattering of la
energy is due to large size~on the order of sub-micron or larger!
droplets in the vapor plume instead of~atomic! vapor. It is seen
from Fig. 4 that there is almost no scattering~less than 0.5 per-
cent, the measurement resolution! in the low laser fluence region
Therefore, there are no droplets in the vapor plume. When
laser fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2, the percentage of lase
energy scattered by the plume is about 4 to 5 percent, indica
the existence of liquid droplets. This phenomenon again can
explained by the different ablation mechanisms. When explos
phase change occurs, the melted layer is turned into a liquid-va
mixture. Therefore, the increase of scattering at the laser flue
of 5.2 J/cm2 also indicates the transition from surface evaporat
to phase explosion.

Figure 5 shows the ablation depth per laser pulse at diffe
laser fluences. The ablation depth increases almost linearly f
14 to 20 nm with laser fluence when the laser fluence is less

Fig. 3 Transient transmissivity of vapor as a function of laser
fluence
APRIL 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 295
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4.0 J/cm2. When the laser fluence increases from 4.2 to 5.2 J/c2,
a jump increase in the ablation depth is observed, and stays
tively a constant at higher laser fluences. This again is expla
as surface normal vaporization versus volumetric phase explos
When phase explosion occurs, the liquid layer is ablated, th
fore, the ablation depth is much greater than that of surface ev
ration.

Since the surface temperature is maintained at a relatively
stant value when phase explosion occurs, one question arises
how the additional laser energy dissipates when the laser flu
is further increased. A possible explanation is that once the t
perature reaches above 0.8Tc , the material is heated up les
quickly, since it becomes less absorbing as seen in Fig. 1~b! al-
lowing the laser energy to penetrate deeper into the material.
other reason is that when the temperature approaches the spi
temperature, most of the additional incoming laser energy is c
sumed by nucleation instead of raising the temperature, and
nucleation rate increases exponentially around the spinode.

In a brief summary, these four independent experiments
show that surface evaporation occurs at laser fluences below
J/cm2, while an explosive phase change occurs when the la
fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2.

3.2 Kinetics at the Evaporating Surface. To understand
the kinetics at the evaporating surface, the transient pressu
the evaporating surface is measured with the use of a PVDF tr
ducer attached to the back of a thin nickel target. Details of
experiment have been given elsewhere@25#. The transient surface

Fig. 4 Percent of laser energy scattered to the ambient as a
function of laser fluence

Fig. 5 Ablation depth as a function of laser fluence
296 Õ Vol. 124, APRIL 2002
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pressure is obtained at various laser fluences. Of particular inte
is the pressure when phase explosion occurs, which is determ
to be about 600 bars~610 percent! at 5.2 J/cm2. Figure 6 shows
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for Ni, together with the exp
mental data point at 5.2 J/cm2. It can be seen that the pressu
obtained from the experiment is well below the equilibrium pre
sure, showing that the liquid is indeed superheated under pu
laser irradiation.

Another way to estimate the validity of the equilibrium evap
ration kinetics is to compute the evaporation depth from the m
sured pressure using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and
pare the calculated results with the measured data. To do so
transient surface temperatureT is first calculated from the mea
sured transient surface pressurep and the Clausius-Clapeyro
equation, Eq.~2!. Knowing the surface temperature and pressu
the evaporation velocity,Vlv , can be calculated from the atomi
flux ṁ using Eq. 1, modified by a factor ofm/r l . The ablation
depth per laser pulse is obtained by integrating the evapora
velocity over time. Note that this calculation can only be carri
out for surface evaporation.

The calculated ablation depths at different laser fluences
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the calculated ablation de
are greater than the measured values, by as much as a fac
seven to eight. This large discrepancy again indicates that
equilibrium interface kinetics and the Clausius-Clapeyron eq

Fig. 6 Comparison between the Clausius-Clapeyron relation
and the measured pressure at 0.9 Tc

Fig. 7 Comparison between the measured ablation depth and
the values calculated using transient pressure data and the
equilibrium kinetic relation
Transactions of the ASME
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tion do not correctly represent the actual surface temperat
pressure relation during pulsed laser evaporation.

3.3 Time Lag in Phase Explosion. Further examinations o
Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 3 reveal another phenomenon: the onse
ablation, indicated as the time when the vapor front leaves
surface~Fig. 2~a!! and the time that transmission starts to decre
~Fig. 3!, is about the same when the laser fluence is higher t
5.2 J/cm2. The onset of ablation is re-plotted in Fig. 8. It can
seen that, when the laser fluence is higher than 5.2 J/cm2, the
onset of ablation does not change with the laser fluence, bu
mains at around 5.5 ns after the beginning of the laser pulse.
accuracy of this measurement depends on the time resolutio
the measurement instrument, which is about 0.5 ns. The two
dependent measurements provide almost identical results.

The constant value of the onset of ablation can be explaine
the time needed for phase explosion to occur, or the time lag
phase explosion. The experimental results discussed previo
indicate that the phase explosion occurs when the laser fluen
higher than 5.2 J/cm2. At these laser fluences, the measured res
of the vapor front location and the optical transmission are d
tated by the mass removal due to phase explosion. Thus, the
stant onset of ablation at laser fluences higher than 5.2 J2

indicates that the time lag prevents phase explosion to occur a
earlier time, and this time lag is about a few nanoseconds.

The experiments described in this paper are performed with
use of a 25 ns pulsed excimer laser on a nickel target. It is
lieved that the phase change phenomena discussed here s
occur for other metals as well. On the other hand, if the la
fluence ismuchhigher than the threshold fluence for phase exp
sion, it is possible that the surface temperature can be ra
higher. In our experiments with a laser fluence above 10 J/cm2, it
was indeed found that the velocity of vapor increases, and tr
mission and onset of evaporation reduces from the values of
constant region. Experiments with very high laser fluences sho
be conducted to investigate the possibility of heating the mate
above the limit of thermodynamic stability. A last note is on t
phase change mechanisms induced by sub-nanosecond lase
tion. The threshold nature of ablation has been observed in m
pico-and femtosecond laser ablation experiments@e.g., @8,26##.
Phase explosion is explained as the ablation mechanism ind
by a femtosecond laser irradiation@13#. However, since the heat
ing time is much less than the time lag of nucleation, much w
is needed to gain a thorough understanding of ablation induce
a pico or femtosecond laser.

Fig. 8 Onset of evaporation as a function of laser fluence de-
termined from the transient location of the vapor front and from
the transient transmissivity through the vapor
Journal of Heat Transfer
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4 Conclusions
Heat transfer and non-equilibrium phase change during na

second pulsed excimer laser ablation of nickel were investiga
Results of experiments showed surface evaporation occu
when the laser fluence was below 4 J/cm2. When the laser fluence
was higher than 5 J/cm2, the liquid reached a metastable sta
during laser heating and its temperature approached the cri
point, causing an explosive type of phase change. The kin
relation between the surface temperature and pressure was f
to deviate from the equilibrium Clausius-Clapeyron equatio
With the given experimental conditions, the time lag of pha
explosion was found to be around a few nanoseconds.
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Nomenclature

Hlv 5 latent heat of evaporation@J/kmole#
J 5 frequency of spontaneous nucleation@m23 s21#

kB 5 Boltzmann’s constant, 1.380310223 J/K
m 5 atomic mass@kg#
ṁ 5 atomic flux,@s21 m22#
M 5 molar weight,@kg/kmol#
N 5 number density of atoms@m23#
p 5 pressure@N/m2#

pl 5 pressure in liquid@N/m2#
ps 5 saturation pressure@N/m2#
R 5 universal gas constant, 8.314 kJ/kmol•K
t 5 time @s#

T 5 temperature@K#
Tb 5 normal boiling temperature@K#
Tc 5 critical temperature@K#
v 5 specific volume@m3/kg#

Wcr 5 energy required to form critical nuclei@J#

Greek Symbols

h 5 factor in Eqs.~4! and ~5! @m23 s21#
r l 5 density of liquid@kg/m3#
s 5 surface tension@N/m#
t 5 time lag of nucleation@s#
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